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Abstract
“The waves broke on the shore.” These are the final words of Virginia Woolf’s
1931 novel, The Waves, which follows the passage of a day at the ocean’s shore.
The book serves as a backdrop for the life of six characters: Bernard, Susan,
Neville, Rhoda, Louis and Jinny. Interludes are interjected between the chorus
of these characters, depicting the arc of life from early childhood to old age and
death. The relentlessness of the rhythm of the tide, at first pulsing and hard to
ignore, becomes ceaseless white noise that eventually falls to the background.
The day’s initial drama—a spectacular sunrise, rays sparkling on the surface of
the water, shore birds singing to each other and diving to catch breakfast—fades
as time progresses. Eventually, as characters pass away and grow apart, we are
left with the words of just one, meditating on the ceaselessness of the progression of life in the face of death.
This thesis uses Woolf’s experimental work as a framework of sorts, following
the experiences of six people close to me, exemplifying the relationship
between grief, memory and the ocean. Using the ocean as its backdrop, this
book and this collection lay bare the realities of grief. They bring those who
have experienced grief together, eschewing the notion that talking about death
in its aftermath is something to be avoided. These separate experiences collide
with one another like waves, sometimes softly slipping into a unified palette, and
sometimes into dissonance as a group of waves would crash up against a rock.
This collection of textiles is inspired by and made for distinct individuals, layered
playsuits, sweaters, and pants, made to be worn together in the landscape that
they evoke. It is also a celebration of process, both in the making of the work
and in moving forward with life after loss. By shedding light on the similarities
and differences of individual experiences of grief, and by exposing this collection
to the elements, this thesis hopes that we may let ourselves become softer,
more willing to flow in and out with the tides, a little more like water.
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Interference Patterns
At the ocean’s edge life is in flux. Boundaries shift. Boundaries between dry and wet,
between safety and danger, between the clean and the profane.
This particular landscape has always been one in which I feel closest to my core being.
Something about accepting these shifts, knowing that I don’t have much control over
the space I am standing in, and even less over the landscape I am looking out at, makes
me feel more accepting both of myself and those I am with. The beach is an equalizer.

And in me too the wave rises.

My family has always been the kind of family that really does the beach. Growing up,
when my brother, Greg, and I were little, we would get there early and be fully prepared
to spend a whole day in the sun. We would pack food and books and sunscreen and
water. I remember putting sunscreen on my dad’s back for him, making a large “Z” for
“Zorro” with the lotion and spreading it all over his freckled skin.
We would do all the things that make a good beach day. My dad would usually dig an
extra large hole for Greg and I to entertain ourselves with (the things you can do with
a hole!), or help me to build a massive castle that Greg the Destroyer would moments
later ruin, smashing the buildings with his entire body. There’s a family video of Greg and
I, and a beach friend we had made that day, taking turns jumping over the hole my dad
had just dug. We entertained ourselves like that for at least an hour. Anything goes at the
beach. I would obsessively run back and forth to the ocean’s edge with my pail, washing
it out and collecting water to bring back for the moat that we were digging. Sometimes
Dad would go down to the shore and build dribble castles with us or bury us up to our
necks in the sand. He really excelled as a Beach Dad. “Barnacle Brad,” we would call him
when the vacation stubble started to show up.
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It swells; it arches its back.
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There are rhythms at the beach, rhythms that don’t immediately reveal themselves. I sit
and watch the water gather between the rocks and then retreat over and over again,
trying to find a consistency in it. Once I do, it shifts. There are spots it likes to gather, little openings that let the water rush and twirl and fold over and under and around itself,
and then retreat back out to sea. It’s an irregular rhythm, but it’s there.
This rhythm seems to hold the consciousness of almost every living creature. It’s not
just humans who sit at the shore and watch the waves come and go. Gulls do it. They sit
in the sand with their feet tucked neatly under their round bodies and watch. Butterflies
seem to do it, too.
I find a spot of sand that hasn’t been touched by water and sit. I lay my body all the way
down and close my eyes. Eventually I begin to get antsy, but I force myself to stay until
the discomfort passes. I become aware of the way the clouds move and change the light,
silently begging for the sun to return when it passes behind one, wondering if I’m getting
burnt but not wanting to ruin the meditation by opening my eyes to check.

I am aware once more of a new desire, something
rising beneath me like the proud horse whose
rider first spurs and then pulls him back.

The beach has always been a part of my DNA. Living close enough to it that I can feel its
presence in the atmosphere is necessary and helps me to feel whole. My family moved
from Connecticut to Minnesota when I was fairly young, and I knew the entire time I
lived in the Midwest that I needed to find salt water again. I finally did when I was 23,
moving on my own to Massachusetts, and for a moment there I felt whole again.
Then, when I was 26, my dad passed away after a 15-year battle with a rare blood cell
disease that turned to cancer.

What enemy do we now perceive advancing
against us, you whom I ride now, as we stand
pawing this stretch of pavement? It is death.
Death is the enemy.
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I went to the ocean when I missed him, when I didn’t know where else to go. My life in
Massachusetts didn’t have anything to do with my dad, and so I would simultaneously
try to remind myself of his absence and feel closer to him by going to the ocean. I went
to Ipswich, MA, on my first Father’s Day without him, crying helplessly at the policeman
who was directing cars away because the parking lot was full. He decided to let me
through, and I took it as a sign that the beach was where I was meant to be. That it was
where my dad’s spirit must be, too. We tell ourselves strange things when we’re in the
throes of grief.
Now I’m almost four years out from that point of helplessness, and though I don’t necessarily need to tell myself anymore that my dad is somehow watching me from the spirit
realm, both grief and the beach continue to be there for me. I’m thankful for both these
things. I’m thankful to my grief for teaching me how to be soft in the face of something
seemingly insurmountable. I’m thankful that it has brought me closer to so many people.
And I’m thankful for the beach for its monotony, for its dependability. It will always be
a place where I can go to feel closer to my dad. I’ll never be able to go there with him
again, but there has never been a trip to the beach that hasn’t brought him to my mind.

It is death against whom I ride with my spear
couched and my hair flying back like a young
man’s, like Percival’s, when he galloped in India.
I strike spurs into my horse. Against you I will
fling myself, unvanquished and unyielding,
O Death!
I once spread my father’s ashes at the point at which two opposing waves converged.
A sand bar was beginning to become visible, and at the tip of the bar, waves would
approach it from opposite directions and then cross over each other, creating an interference pattern. The ashes combined with the waves and became activated, turning from
a dull matte grey to a rainbow. I stood in the water and let the waves and ashes collide
around me.

The waves broke on the shore.
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The
Interviews
I remember in the first months after my dad’s passing feeling frustrated. Frustrated that
I felt so alone in my grief, and that when I tried to talk about it, most people would
respond awkwardly. They would tiptoe around speaking directly about my dad, as if
mentioning him would unleash a waterfall of emotions in me that they would then be
responsible for containing. But all I wanted to do was talk about him, to make it feel like
the person who had just left this world still mattered and had a presence here. There
was something incredibly isolating about being 26 and having already experienced my
father’s death. No one else was there with me yet. In The Year of Magical Thinking, an intimate and well-articulated glimpse into the many facets of bereavement, Didion, strangely,
insinuates that the loss of a parent does not truly provoke feelings of grief. “My father
was dead, my mother was dead,” she writes, “but I would still get up in the morning and
send out the laundry.” She differentiates as true grieving the experience of losing her
daughter and husband. “Grief is different,” she writes. “Grief has no distance.” I read this
book after the loss of my dad looking for solace but instead found Didion’s experience
to be completely contrary to my own. This was the problem with being 26 and having
lost a parent. There wasn’t any literature that seemed to understand precisely what
it was I was going through. There weren’t grief groups for young adults without dads.
And it was grief. It is still grief.
After creating distinctions between different forms of loss, Didion continues, “Grief
comes in waves, paroxysms, sudden apprehensions that weaken the knees and blind the
eyes and obliterate the dailiness of life. Virtually everyone who has ever experienced
Previous spread and all others preceeding interviews: color studies, 2020, 14 x 11 in., acrylic on dura-lar
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grief mentions the phenomenon of ‘waves.’” This is true. In my early days of grief, I would
find myself at the whim of these waves. One minute fully present, and another completely overcome with an inconsolable feeling of loss, unable to concentrate on the most
basic of tasks. The philosopher Judith Butler acknowledges this phenomenon in a speech
she gave at the opening night of the 2014 PEN World Voices of International Literature festival:
Mourning has to do with yielding to an unwanted transformation where neither
the full shape nor the full import of that alteration can be known in advance . . .
Whatever it is, it cannot be willed. It is a kind of undoing. One is hit by waves in
the middle of the day, in the midst of a task. And everything stops. One falters,
even falls.
As I got further from the date of death, the waves became more drawn out, the time
between each one longer, but they were, and still are, a part of my life. Most good literature about grief recognizes that it never goes away. The waves are still there, but I’m no
longer drowned by their sheer size and force. I let myself bob in them, rather than feeling
swept up in the undertow.
It’s been nearly four years since I found myself a part of a club that I initially didn’t feel
like I fit in with. In that time, I have found a community of peers who have shared in my
loss. Friends have come out of the woodwork who lost parents long before my dad died,
and a heartbreaking number of peers have also lost parents in the time since. We have
all had our lives irrevocably changed. Someone who was, according to Western life
expectancy, supposed to be there for many more years and see us through innumerable
transitions and celebrations has been taken away from us far too soon. Having community
with these people has been one of the only ways I have come to feel better in my grief.
None of our experiences are exactly the same, but regardless of the specifics, knowing
there are other young people going through this particular kind of loss is sometimes the
only thing that makes it more bearable.
Making work about the loss of my father has been a way for me to open up space for
people to share their own. I’ve been exploring grief through my work since my dad died,
and during that time, my life and what my work looks like have gone through a number of
changes. Halfway between this point and when my dad passed away, I decided to transition
out of a career in book conservation and into a more visually creative practice rooted
in textiles. While the medium is different, many things have stayed constant, and are
expressed in this collection and this thesis book. First is my connection to literature—
I have always, and especially in my grief, turned to books for comfort and clarity. Second
is my love of the ocean and interest in the landscape as a metaphor for the cycle of loss
and mundanity of grief. And lastly is my desire to bring people together who share in
this experience of loss. It’s something we should feel comfortable expressing, exploring,
questioning, and living within. To do so is both powerfully healing and intensely humbling,
and I seek to create a space for people to do this through my work.
As I began to think about this body of work specifically, I found myself coming back to a
novel that has seemed to follow me through most of my academic career. The Waves, one
of Virginia Woolf’s most experimental works, is a poignant exploration of the human condition. She uses six characters’ individual voices to depict the arc of life, from childhood
through death, and though each character has a distinct voice, they are all expressions of one
consciousness. Noted Woolf scholar Gillian Beer writes in her essay, “The Waves: The
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Life of Anybody,” that the novel tests “the established demarcations between individual
and communal experience.” As an undergraduate, I was attracted to the work because
of its focus on “sensory experience,” and the way Woolf shrinks the arc of life into one
novel while also managing to celebrate its grandeur. Revisiting the novel now, I am also
drawn to this blurring of lines between different life experiences. I do not mean to imply
that a person’s individual story is not important, but I do want to recognize the extraordinary power and comfort that comes from acknowledging the ways in which we share
in one another’s pain and loss.
The novel’s narrative passages are marked by interludes describing the sun’s rising and
setting over the ocean. Woolf instills the most drama in these simple moments. For
example, in the opening interlude, she writes of the sunrise, “Slowly the arm that held
the lamp raised it higher and then higher until a broad flame became visible; an arc of fire
burnt on the rim of the horizon, and all round it the sea blazed gold.” This drama, the
way a single, modest, spark of light over water is given so much importance, is the way
I see each individual experience of grief. It is mundane and repetitive, but these seemingly small and quiet experiences hold within them magnificent beauty. As I seek to
make a connection between my love of the beach’s landscape and grief, I find that the
extraordinary nature Woolf attributes to the passage of time, which could otherwise be
seen as mundane, is akin to the way grief stays with us, lingering on as a glimmer on the
ocean water long after the initial drama of its onset.
Woolf’s use of six individual characters to depict this arc inspired me to include the voices
of friends who have lost parents in this project. Rather than focus on my own solitary
experience, I seek to open up a conversation through interviewing these friends. Similar
to the way in which each character represents a different facet of one existence in The
Waves, these conversations echo each other while also highlighting how grief can be
entirely individual.
Both these interviews and Woolf’s characterization of a day on the beach have served as
a framework for the collection of textiles that make up this thesis. Much like the way in
which the reader of The Waves, according to Beer, “needs to swim, to trust the buoyancy
of the eye and the suppleness of the understanding,” the bereaved at times need to give
themselves up to the rhythm of their own emotions. By allowing space for conversations
around grief and creating a collection of textiles inspired by these conversations that
highlight our shared loss, I hope to ease the experience of riding these waves.
What follows are transcriptions of the conversations I have held. Each person is connected to me, but not necessarily to each other. Certain themes can be traced throughout:
a longing to keep the deceased alive through sharing of memories; the difficulty innate in
sharing those memories; physical manifestations of an illusive emotional state; accessing
heightened emotions through a relationship with water; an understanding and sometimes
an appreciation for the destructive and unpredictable power of water. Their stories are
all unique; no one experience of loss is exactly like the other, but still, there is a thread
that runs through each conversation, binding them together, becoming, as Woolf wrote
in her diaries on October 30, 1926, “an endeavor at something mystic, spiritual; the thing
that exists when we aren’t there.”
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Claire
Spelkoman
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Jackie How old you were when your
dad passed away, and what was your life
like around that time?
Claire Let’s see. It was just six years ago,
so that would have made me 25. I was just
coming out of a really shitty time. I had
just had the messiest breakup ever and I
was living in Westchester County, New
York, making no money and paying off a
graduate degree. My dad had had lung
cancer. He’d had surgery. It seemed like it
was going well, except he was not having
a good time with chemo. He was having a
really hard time eating, but as far as we
knew he was on the up and up. He had
said something about finding something in
his head, but the way he said it… He had
fucking brain cancer, Jackie. He just didn’t
tell us that.
J He knew, but he didn’t tell you?
C I don’t know if he fully understood or
not. It’s brain cancer, right? So, like . . .
J Your brain’s fucked up.

Claire and I met through mutual friends in Boston, and
happened to move to Providence at around the same
time. Since then, we have shared a couple of glorious
beach days—the privilege of living in Rhode Island—
and also discovered that we both have dead dads. She
has been able to integrate her grief fully into her life,
acknowledging its weight without letting it burden her.
Hearing her speak about the way her father lived his life
unafraid to be present in his emotions makes it clear that
she comes by that ability naturally. We carry those we lose
within us, and if we’re lucky, they are people who have
taught us how to feel deeply without letting our emotions
overwhelm.
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C Right. His brain just wasn’t working.
And I don’t think his wife really fully understood. I have a really weird relationship with
my stepmom, but as much as she sucked,
she loved him very much. And I know if
she had understood what was going on
she would have been keeping a better eye
on things. But at one point he really wasn’t
feeling right and she brought him back to
the hospital, and that’s when we heard
about it.
She was like, Hey, I’m sure it’s nothing to
worry about, but your father’s in the
hospital. We’ve been concerned because
he’s really not been able to eat and he’s a
little out of it. And my sister and I were
like, Let’s just go down there just in case.
And thank god we did. That’s the framework that led up to his death. Now, are
you also looking for what transpired from
there on?
J I’m interested in how losing your dad
has shaped your life. If the death itself is a
part of that story, then you can tell me, but
you also don’t have to talk about it.
C So my sister came down from Providence and we went to see my dad. He was
out of it, but I think he was really hamming
it up because he had all three of us there.
He was like, Hey man you got any shit?
And we were like, Are you asking us if we
have weed? I think he was being a little silly
but also sincerely pretty out of it.

We were like, You have to keep it down
because it’s late and you have a roommate.
And he’s like, Oh fuck ‘em! And we’re
going over the curtain to the other guy
like, Sorry! He’s not usually like this, he’s
pretty considerate.
J Did you know that he had brain cancer
then?
C I don’t think I fully understood. We
knew they had found something, but the
words “brain cancer” had never come up.
I remember him saying at the time, and
I’m so thankful we had this moment, how
excited he was because he had rented
a house in the Outer Banks of North
Carolina and my sister and I were going
to come down that year. And I remember him saying, I’m just so excited for this
little spell to be over. I can’t wait to be in
the Outer Banks with you all. And that
was some of the last shit he ever said to
us. We thought we would come back the
next morning and it would be fine.
And we came back and he had had an
accident in the middle of the night, and
he was just not the same after that. The
doctors would come in and be like, Alright
Harvey, what’s this? And he’d be like, A
watch. And they’re like, And what year is
it? And he thinks for a minute and would
go, A watch. It was super weird to have
had a relatively lucid conversation with him
and then the next day watch him deteriorate without dignity.
I remember him saying, Claire, if anything
ever happens where I can’t wipe my own
ass, take me out back and fucking shoot
me. That is not living. And so to see him
struggle to not have words, literally grunting and hitting stuff… He wouldn’t have
wanted us to see him like that. And every
day we went, it was worse. And my sister
and I were getting so high in the parking
lot just to deal. And thank god we had
each other. I think that experience really
solidified our relationship because we were
just there for each other.
And when there had to be a decision of
whether to try and treat him and basically
keep him alive like a child or to move him
into hospice, it was basically a formality
for the three of us. We met in the family
room and were just like, So we know
what we’re doing here. That was just not
how he would want to be kept alive.
So we moved him to hospice and it took
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about two weeks for him to die. And it
was springtime, it was a time when everyone is usually all horny and out in the world.

observed major holidays, not really minor
ones. It was important to him from an
historically oppressed standpoint.

J Does spring still trigger memories for
you? My dad also died in the spring and I
was just talking with my own family about
how spring will never feel the same.

J Could you talk a bit about how your
grief has changed over the last six years?

C Somehow every year I surprise myself.
I know what time of year he died, we get
the yahrzeit reminder, so it’s celebrated.
But still every year I’m surprised somehow.
J It’s interesting how sometimes our body
recognizes it before our brain does.
C A hundred percent. Even if you don’t
consciously think about it, your body
remembers.
J Do you make a point to memorialize
him each year?
C Yeah, some years we do his birthday
and some years we do the yahrzeit. Both
were virtual this year because his birthday
is in March, and the beginning of May is his
yahrzeit. My sister and I usually make coke
floats because it was one of his favorite
treats, chocolate ice cream with Coca Cola.
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C The grief was just so acute at first. In
some ways I’m still in disbelief and in some
ways it gets easier with time. There’s just
more shit going on the longer it gets, so
the grief can get lost, but when it comes
into focus I don’t think it’s much easier.
And if anything, I think I’m frequently hit
with the reminder that it’s forever. One of
my favorite things on earth is smoking a
doobie with my dad and talking about shit.
We would always hear each other out and
give each other shit in the best way.

In some ways I’m still in
disbelief and in some ways
it gets easier with time.
There’s just more shit going
on the longer it gets, so the

J Cute.

grief can get lost, but when

C Or key lime pie.

it comes into focus I don’t

J Oh my god, my dad also loved key lime pie.

think it’s much easier.

C It’s so funny, I’d never really tried it
because I was like, Why would I want fruit
dessert? But the one from Pastiche is so
good. And then I light a candle every year,
which is a Jewish thing. It varies every year
what I do, but usually my sister and I will
get together and have coke floats and get
super high. Those were his favorite things,
you know? He was very much a simple
pleasures kind of dude. He really just liked
the beach and weed and boat shoes and
key lime pie.

And I don’t have to tell you this, but it’s
fucking hard. Every year it almost feels
worse because it feels like it’s been so
long. I want to call him when something
good happens, and I wish he could meet
my partner and all the people who have
been hugely formative to who I am now.
I think he would love them and they would
love him. There’s just this constant awareness that it sucks.

J Sounds like an awesome dude. Was your
dad very Jewish, or are these traditions
things you’ve adopted as you’ve grown
into your own faith?

J Yeah, it’s almost hard for me to memorialize the death date every year because
you’re just adding more of them on and
it’s just going to keep getting longer and
longer since the last time you saw them.

C My dad was someone who was spiritual
but not religious. He was very into being
Jewish culturally. He was a huge history
buff. We had a Danish flag in our house
even though my family is not Danish. It was
entirely because of how Denmark responded during the Holocaust. He was like a
lot of people are with their religion. He

C Yeah, I think about him missing my
milestones. He was so in love with being a
dad. And it sounds crazy because I have an
amazing mother, but I don’t think anyone
on this planet has loved me as much as
my dad. He just experienced such intense
emotion. This is ever so slightly problematic,
but when I was a kid and my dad and I

would be out and about and see someone
who had a disability and was struggling—in
Yiddish it’s tsuris, troubles—he would take
me super close and kiss the top of my head
and say under his breath, Thank you, Thank
you God for my healthy babies. Thank you
so much for all your blessings.
J He loved you so much.
C Yeah, and he had a temper, he wasn’t
perfect, but he was such an emotionally
heavy, impassioned person. He wasn’t afraid
to cry. And he was just super proud of his
kids. And I’m thoroughly thankful for who
he was and all the quirky traits of his. He
was also a Freemason and was really into
the ritual aspects of Freemasonry.
J I want to talk about ritual a little bit
because I remember when we were on
the Jersey Shore last summer you said
something about how you’re very interested in water rituals. Water is a big part
of this project. My dad and I shared a love

He wasn’t perfect, but he
was such an emotionally
heavy, impassioned person.
He wasn’t afraid to cry . . .
And I’m thoroughly thankful for who he was and all
the quirky traits of his.
of the ocean and, I mean, you saw me
spread his ashes in Cape May, so I was just
wondering if you could talk a bit about
your own relationship to water and if that
has anything to do with your grief.
C I want to go back a second and say
that it meant so much to me to get to be
there for you scattering ashes, and I think
often about our early morning dead dad
club meeting that day. You know, I spent so
much time on the Jersey Shore with my
family.

sad that my scaredy cat-ness affected my
relationship to the ocean.
There are also a lot of things that I missed
as a kid and have been learning about as an
adult about Judaisim that have to do with
water. Or things that are thought of as new
age practice that come from Judaism.
J I remember you talking about Mikvahs,
which if I’m remembering correctly are
these beautiful baths that are used ritually
in Judaism.
C I’ve never been to a real Mikvah, and
it intimidates me a lot, because I always
feel like I’m not Jewish enough. For some
Jews it’s so normal. Orthodox women don’t
have sex while they’re on their period, and
after they haven’t bled for seven days, then
they go to the Mikvah to purify themselves.
It’s just what you do and you’re probably
thinking about how excited you are to go
home and have physical contact with your
husband afterwards. But it’s a powerful
thing. The water is thought to change you
on a cellular level.
I’ve become really fascinated by how powerful water is, especially natural water. And
so over the past couple of years I really
forced myself to be less of a little bitch
about being in the water. I definitely have
a weird fear and reverence for it, and in
some ways that’s an added element for me
in regards to ritual—that you’re not totally
comfortable where you are. It’s a risk one
takes in order to really enjoy the healing
powers of the ritual.
You asked a while ago how this death
changed me, and I think that my relationship to water is a good example of that. I
don’t live as wildly as I used to. I used to
get a lot out of going to clubs and living
wildly in that way, and now my relationship
to water feels like such a bigger deal. Immersing myself in it and being out baking
in the sun feels so much more substantial
than what it used to feel like to be in a
club. I get a similar feeling from baking
in the sun and feeling the water drying
and little bits of salt stuck to my skin and
smelling like an armpit. It just feels really
good. §

I’m definitely a weirdo water baby, but I
hated the beach growing up. The ocean
scared me. It still scares me a little. “What
was that?” is my least favorite thing to say
when I’m swimming in the ocean. But it’s
funny, I love being in the water. I love hot
tubs and bathtubs and in some ways I’m
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Terra
Huber

22
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Jackie Joe died last year. Tell me about
that experience of grief.
Terra I’ve grieved a number of times

in my life, but Joe dying was different. He
wasn’t the person I knew the longest now
that I think about it. My grandfather died.
Sure, I technically knew him longer. I met
Joe when I had just turned 12. You know,
there’s the familial love where you’re just
like, “You’re my family so I love you.” He
was family, but I also made the choice to
love him. So it felt a little extra special that
way, you know? Because he wasn’t my dad.
I also remember the whole time I knew
him. It was from an age when I actually
knew what was going on.

Terra has been a close friend of mine for about six years
now, and I am constantly in awe of their ability to articulate the nuances of navigating the world as an emotional
and physical being. They have an unusual amount of
self-awareness, and pay close attention to and take care
of the people in their lives. This makes them an incredible
friend, and they have been steadfast in their support of
me through everything from the loss of my dad to a career
change and navigating grad school. They never shied
away from a conversation about grief after my experience
with it, and since they lost their stepdad, Joe, last year, I
knew that I wanted to be able to include them in this project. I was worried that asking Terra to have a conversation
like this so early in their experience of grief would be
challenging, but they were glad to take part. Having the
opportunity to sit in dialogue with them about our shared
experience of loss shone a light on Terra’s gift for humor,
deep insight, and tenderness.
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J Yeah, right. I had never thought about
that. That’s the age when you start to decide how you feel about people and who
you want to love.
T And I liked him right off the bat, so that

But my life, my daily life isn’t that different.

J Yeah, I’ve said those exact same words. I
remember feeling really, really guilty about
being able to escape my grief by being far
away because it was so easy to go on as if
he hadn’t died. But you want to honor the
fact that he died.
T Honestly it feels like the worst thing
ever. It makes it really hard. I want to feel
it more. So sometimes I will think of it
just to think of it. Just to remind myself. His
funeral card has been sitting on my dresser.
Sometimes I would accidentally see it
when I was getting ready in the morning,
but then sometimes I would look at it on
purpose. It’s actually in a graveyard, this
picture. [laughing]
J That’s so fucked up.
T I know.

was really special. But I mean, other important people have died before in my life.
Most very close to my mom. My grandfather, her best friend, one of her other best
friends. Of course her husband, Joe.

Another thing I wonder

It was just recently the anniversary of her
best friend dying, and I can’t remember if
it was 11 or 12 years ago. I’m going to ask
her about that date again actually. And I’m
going to start writing these things down
because there are these people who have
died throughout my life and I don’t necessarily remember when.

point? Does that mean I’m

Grief’s not a thing I’ve dealt with very
directly and maybe the forgetting when is
part of that. But I do feel like Joe dying is
the first death that I’ve experienced fully.

You know another thing I wonder is, does
escaping my grief mean I’ll never get to
any point? Does that mean I’m stunted,
and I’ll always be in some initial stage that I
haven’t dealt with?

J Do you and your mom talk about this
grief?
T I actually just had a long conversation
with my mom about the stages of grief. She
was reading some stuff out loud while we
were on the phone. And I just feel like I
don’t know how to grieve. Everyone says
that there are these steps you go through,
and I’m like, where’s the checklist? I don’t
understand. Things are supposed to happen
in an order, and I don’t know what that order is. I don’t know if I’ve experienced any
of it. So it was nice to talk with her about
it, but this is different for my mom and me.
If your life hasn’t been spent with a person
every day, certain things won’t trigger
your memory. Like my mom is still in the
house she shared with Joe, in their bed.

is, does escaping my grief
mean I’ll never get to any
stunted, and I’ll always be
in some initial stage that I
haven’t dealt with?

J Does your mom feel like she’s following
the stages?
T To a degree. There were some that she
talked about more than others. In January
she was going through the anger stage. She
was angry at him for dying.
J Sure. My mom was definitely angry at
my dad for dying, too.
T She knew being mad was ridiculous. He
didn’t want to die. He fought as hard as he
could, but she’s still mad about it.
I hadn’t really thought about it until then,
but I realized I’ve been mad about it, too.
Honestly, I’m probably more mad about
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it than I am any more nuanced emotion. I
think I’m just mad at the whole situation.
There was a long time where, although I
really loved Joe, there was a bit of jealousy.
I was an only child of a single mom who’d
been single since I was one. She dated
people before him, but no one fought for
her attention at all. It was just me. There
was always a part of me that was like,
remember how great it was when it was
just me and my mom? When there was no
one else? And then I was like, well Terra, it
looks like you got what you wanted. But
I didn’t want this at all. I’m not happy about
it and I never really thought I would be.

J I think it makes sense to go there, to ex-

J That’s kind of nice that you’re able to

share all that now. My relationship with my
mom is so different now than it was before
my dad died, too. The way I talk with her
has changed. I found it was a challenge at first
to feel comfortable sharing my grief with
her. She had a long period when he first
died where she was like, “Why did you do
that? Why the fuck did you have to die?”

plore the potential of emotional extremes
even when they aren’t real, when you’re
trying to rationalize the intense feelings
that are a part of grief. Do you feel like the
experience of losing Joe has changed the

T My mom has said that in the last few
weeks she’s felt glimmers of joy again. She
said she’ll cry over beautiful things. She’s
like that. Just seeing a beautiful sunset out
the window, that kind of thing.

[I feel grief in] the center

She was talking about things that they enjoyed doing together that she can still do
and are nice for her. There are some things
she still can’t do, like listening to Leonard
Cohen. But they saw Judy Collins together
about five years ago, who is someone Joe
had always really liked. It was one of the
last times they went to something like a
concert together. And there’s this one Judy
Collins song that my mom’s been listening
to that’s a thing she can do and feel nice
about. It still might make her cry, but she
doesn’t feel bad. She doesn’t feel devastated listening to it.

of my chest. The sensation
kind of starts there and
then it shoots up into my
throat. It makes me feel like
I have to clench my teeth
so that it doesn’t come out
somehow.
way you approach your relationship with
your mom?

T Yeah. I feel more prepared to ask my

mom tough questions. I’ve been talking to
her more about family memories, things
we’ve done, feelings, as opposed to just
bitching about my week. I do that too, but
I try to keep that to a minimum. Now I
feel like I have no time to waste. I’m like,
we need to talk about this.

J Is that because you know how quickly
someone can be taken from you?
T She objectively has more memories
than me, so there is a sense of urgency.
It’s about Joe and our time together as a
family, but it’s also just about everything.
My mom has a lot of knowledge of these
things, including my family history, my history. She knows my history better than I do.
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I’m not super close to most of my family.
Our family unit was a little insular because
of my mom’s disability. So she’s kind of
the sole keeper of this information. There
has been a certain sense of urgency for a
while, but it got kicked up a lot of notches
when Joe died.

J That’s really wonderful. Are there times
when you feel your grief more acutely than
others?
T Sometimes. The other day at work, I
thought of something and was like, “Oh
my god I’m going to start crying while I’m
working.” I don’t remember what it was.
Sometimes it’s a thing in a song or in a
podcast or something someone says that
will trigger it, or I’ll just randomly think of
something that then makes me think of
him.
J Is there a way you would describe your
grief physically? Are there specific places in
your body that you feel it?
T Yeah. For me it’s definitely the center

of my chest. The sensation kind of starts
there and then it shoots up into my throat.
It makes me feel like I have to clench my
teeth so that it doesn’t come out somehow.

J Have you ever not clenched and just let
it out?
T Oh, yeah.
J What does that feel like?
T I mean, it doesn’t feel great in the
moment. But it does afterwards. It’s worth
it. The only times I don’t let myself cry are
when it’s really inappropriate, like at work
or something. But I don’t try to stop it
too much. I cry when I talk to my mom
or to my partner, Dan, and I’m also pretty
sure it’s happened alone too. But usually
someone’s around. Would you cry if you
were alone?
J Oh god, I cried so much when I was alone.
T The thing is I share a bedroom with
someone. If I were alone more, I would cry
alone more.
J I cried driving home from work all the

with it, but I’m low to medium key scared
of all water. I’m not a good swimmer. I
could probably save my own life in a short
distance, but I can’t tread water or float
very well. And I tire easily. Probably because
I forget to breathe.
Actually one of my first memories is of
water. My mom and her friend Gina were
each holding one of my hands. I remember
they were just walking me into the lake
really slowly, like responsible adults, when
suddenly I was submerged. In my mind I
always thought that they somehow both
dunked me under the water, into a wave,
on purpose. I think in reality there was a
wave that was probably just a little too
big, and some degree of water was coming
towards me. But still I was scared of water
my whole life because I thought they had
dunked me. My mom says that’s not what
happened, and I have no reason to believe

It always feels like I’m

time.

catching my breath, because

T Oh, I’ve done that.Yes. That’s dangerous.
It always feels like I’m catching my breath,
because I’ll breathe out slowly and linger
on the last bit of remaining air for too long.
I forget to take a new breath. Sometimes
I wonder if that part of my autonomic
nervous system is broken. I don’t even feel
a burning in my lungs like I need air, I just
remember that breathing is a thing I should
be doing. How long could I survive on that
residual oxygen from my last breath after
I’ve let most of it out?

I’ll breathe out slowly and

J Remembering to breathe is like reminding yourself that the grief is still there. For
me, going to the ocean is a way to remind
myself of the loss that is now a part of my
life. Maybe this is a good place to transition to talking about water, since I’ve
been searching for a way to describe the
connection between water and grief.
T Isn’t it a Freudian thing? Water represents
the unconscious mind. So that might be a
place where you access the more painful
parts of yourself or your experiences. I’m
not surprised to hear that you’ve made a
connection between water and grief.
J Yeah, that’s a good point. Are there ways
in which going to the ocean or being near
water helps you heal, too?
T I grew up on Lake Erie, so I am pretty
biased towards fresh water. The ocean has
always felt scary because I’m less familiar

linger on the last bit of remaining air for too long. I
forget to take a new breath.
she wouldn’t be honest about that. But
still I think I felt they didn’t stop it from
happening or protect me. So I have some
kind of primordial water scar.

J But you still love being by the water?
T I really need to be by water. I can’t

imagine living somewhere that’s landlocked.
I don’t mean by the ocean, I just mean by
a large body of water. Even when I was
in Philadelphia, the ocean wasn’t that far. I
couldn’t see it, but I was still on the coast
so I was good. It’s fully in my head. I don’t
even see the fucking water here in Boston.
I could be anywhere! But just knowing
that it’s there is necessary. I see water as
an escape route, which is so funny because
it’s actually a block. I can go every direction
but that direction, and somehow I feel
safer that it’s there.

J Yeah, when I get to a body of water I
feel a release that I don’t feel anywhere
else. But I’m terrified of the deep sea, and
I also can’t swim very well. I think for me
there’s something about the otherworldli-
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ness of it. There’s something beyond what
I can see. It’s scary, but it’s also kind of a
relief.

T I didn’t really spend much time at
beaches by the ocean at any point in my
life until I moved here. And that felt really
nice. I was excited to move here for that
reason.
J So you knew before you came here
that you were excited about being by the
ocean?
T Yeah, even though I have this fear of
water and salt water in particular, I also
have a sense that it is necessary to my life.
These feelings are one and the same. I love
your project because it’s helping me delve
in to the parallels in my own life between
water and the unconscious, something
that I’ve been thinking about for years but
haven’t taken the time to parse out too
thoroughly.

I feel like the beach does heighten emotions. Maybe I’ve come to symbolically face
those parts of myself that are otherwise
difficult to access through facing the water.
It’s a way to turn an internal experience
into one that I can physically contend with
in the world. When I walk up to the water
it almost feels like approaching the sacred.
I feel small and deferential. The water is
like an invitation to approach your self.
It’s both mysterious and familiar. I kind of
wonder if that’s why I need to be by it:
because I feel like I wouldn’t have access
to some part of me without it. I visit the
beach to access parts of myself that would
otherwise feel hidden. §

I feel like the beach does
heighten emotions. Maybe
I’ve come to symbolically
face those parts of myself
that are otherwise difficult
to access through facing the
water. It’s a way to turn an
internal experience into one
that I can physically contend with in the world.
J I remember you wrote that beautiful
Instagram post a couple of years ago when
you were in North Carolina for your step
sister’s wedding. You talked about the
warmth of the water and the way you
tried to ready yourself to receive the gifts
the ocean had to offer. It seemed like you
were aware of how the ocean helps you
reach a deeper part of your psyche then.
T Yeah, that was an experience. The
moon was so fucking amazing. There was
so much heat lightning, in three different
colors. It was crazy. That was crazy.
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Jackie Your mom died not too long
after I lost my dad. Can you tell me a bit
about your experience with grief since then?
Sheila I’m still relatively new to grief

Sheila and I met as art majors in college and got to know
each other fairly well during a month-long course in
New York City our Junior year. As happens with many
college friendships, we lost touch after graduating, due
to nothing other than physical distance and life moving
forward. Sheila lost her mother to ovarian cancer not long
after my dad passed away, and I remember reaching out
to her on Facebook after hearing the news, knowing that
hearing from people who had also lost parents was one of
the few things that helped me at the time. Not long after
that, Sheila and her partner Kurt moved to Boston, where
I was also living, and our friendship was rekindled. I
still remember going to their apartment in Jamaica Plain
for the first time and talking for hours over dinner about
losing a parent and trying to regain footing as an artist
in the aftermath. It only felt natural to include her in this

I started grieving before my mother died,
which was very painful. When she was so
sick she couldn’t communicate anymore
I realized what I had lost and felt a large
awareness of how her loss would impact
me for the rest of my life. I remember
coming home to Minnesota after taking
care of her for a week in Iowa and breaking down with my friend Anda. I realized
that I never had gotten her advice on all
the big chapters of my life—like having
children and buying a home and navigating
a marriage. And when she got so sick it
became clear to me that no matter how
much longer she lived, she would inevitably
miss these things.
Recently I’ve been able to have some curiosity about grief while also being totally
overwhelmed by it. For example, at Mark’s
memorial service last weekend I was seeing
and hearing these cues that reminded me
of my mom, even in a space that was about
a different person. I was feeling this upwelling of grief and wasn’t able to identify who
it was for. I’ve been asking myself since then
if this is just one emotion that I’ll feel again
and again and it’ll just get bigger and include
more people? Or do we experience grief in
different ways for different people?

project, since we have conversations a lot like these fairly

J That’s a really good question.

regularly. When I went to her home to record this conver-

S I had a little breakthrough in therapy

sation, a very close friend of Kurt’s had just passed away,
compounding the grief she already held for her mom, and
making the topic all the more prescient and demonstrative
of the constant place grief can hold in our lives.
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in some ways, which I’m grateful for, but I
have had deep experiences with it. Prior
to three years ago, grief felt more theoretical—not a feeling I knew personally. And
now it feels like it has marked so much of
my life and really made me into who I am.
I used to be very aware if I was with someone and they didn’t know my mom had
died. That intensity of emotion and anxiety
has receded some but generally I would
say that knowing me personally means
knowing that I am someone who has had a
very personal experience with grief.

two weeks ago regarding life without my
mom. It was one of those realizations that
seems so obvious, but it took three years
for me to get to. Our family worked as a
matriarchy. My mom was totally in charge.
Since she died, I’ve been trying to see my
family exist as we had before, just without
her. I assumed that we would all operate
and interact in the same way. I think my

siblings and I have been able to independently develop relationships with each
other, so not much has changed there. But
when it comes to my family as a unit, we
don’t operate well anymore. We have to
find a totally new equilibrium because it’s
a totally new family. And I don’t recognize
it quite yet. It’s been interesting to allow
myself to see this as a process of reaching
an equilibrium as opposed to trying to be
something we probably will never be.This
is a different family and we lost our matriarch. That’s not insignificant.
The other thing I’ve realized is that my
mom totally fabricated my relationship
with my dad. I think if she had been a different person, my relationship with my dad
would be totally different.

Grief felt more theoretical—
not a feeling I knew personally. And now it feels like it
has marked so much of my
life and really made me into
who I am.
J I think about that a lot too. I never had
a sense of who my parents were independent of each other. They were such a unit.
So yeah, that makes a lot of sense.You’re
getting to know who your dad is for real.
S And I’m kind of not into him. It’s hard

to know if I’m meeting my dad as he always
was, or if he really was the man I knew and
he’s just a different person now. It could
be a little bit of both.

J He has more space now to let parts of
himself live than he did before.
S Totally. And he isn’t being told how to

be in relationship to us anymore, which
means he’s being in a relationship with us
in a way that makes sense to him. Which
totally doesn’t make sense to me. I’m
like, “Oh that’s what makes sense to you?
That’s shitty.”

J Do you think your siblings share this
feeling of having to navigate a new family
unit post-matriarch with you?
S I think so. But it’s hard to know for

sure. Sharing our experiences of loss has
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been a challenge. It’s hard to talk about my
mom at all with my family. Maybe because
it’s too painful. I actually can’t really break
the riddle of why. And I feel like that makes
the feeling of loss greater because . . .

J Because then they’re truly missing.
S They’re truly missing, and I have to

I think that acknowledging strengths and
weaknesses is important. And not feeling
like the existence of weaknesses equates
to being bad. But that gets really hard to
apply to other people, especially people
who are no longer here. That’s been a
project and a process.

conjure stories about her alone. And how
hard is that, trying to push through the
baggage of illness.

J Do you feel like the way that you’ve
experienced grief has changed as time has
passed?

J And the mother-daughter relationship,
which is a complicated relationship to
begin with.

S Totally. There are moments where, like

S Totally. It gets really complicated to find
a memory that feels like something I want
to hold on to. I think it would be easier
to do if other people were participating

I’ve been asking myself
since then if this is just one
emotion that I’ll feel again
and again and it’ll just get
bigger and include more
people? Or do we experience grief in different ways
for different people?
in sharing memories. Actually, before my
dad started dating, I had planned that over
Christmas we would create a storytelling
space for my mom. Especially for Bridget
and Daniel’s partners, who never met my
mom, it would be so important to tell
stories about her, to carry her life into their
lives. She was a complicated person, and
I’m definitely not suggesting we glorify her.
We can talk about when she was kind of
sassy and bitchy. That’s part of it. I want to
be able to acknowledge that. But then my
dad started dating this woman and I feel
like we missed the opportunity to heal
as a family and to figure out how to talk
about her.

J For myself, I feel like I’m losing the full
picture of who my dad was because I just
miss him, and all I’ve allowed myself to
think about or talk about are the positive
things.
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S That’s complicated. Especially in myself,

with Mark’s death, the raw pain of grief has
manifested. And like I was saying earlier,
the feeling of grief is so similar for him that
it feels like the grief for my mom. Which
then makes me wonder if all grief will feel
like grieving my mom. At this moment,
my grief has rebounded in a big way as I
navigate a new loss.

J How does grief manifest in your body?
S I don’t know if this is true for everyone,
but I think that when someone you love
dies, it reminds you of the fact that you’re
mortal. My mom died of ovarian cancer,
which is sometimes linked to genetics. I
don’t trust my body in some intense ways
because her body killed her. It makes my
relationship to my body a little bit more
intense, and I think the manifestations of
that will be long-lasting. And then with
Mark, he died climbing, which is what my
partner, Kurt, does. And so for me, there’s
also this sense of fear combined with the
grief.

Over the past few weeks I’ve been thinking
about lungs, this feeling of restriction in
breathing. Trying to take a deep breath and
feeling like I can only get my lungs to go so
wide, and I’m not able to relax in my core
in a way that I want to.

J I remember you telling me about grief
meridians once. Can you talk a bit about
that?
S Soon after my mom died, I got a mas-

sage with a guy who studied Eastern and
Western technique. As he was doing the
massage, he discovered this tightness in the
back of my armpit. And I thought that was
so weird, but turns out that according to
Chinese medicine, this area is a meridian
for grief. And then I just started bawling in
my massage. This notion that grief does live
in our body and that there’s a whole meridian that absorbs the grief—whether or

not you believe it, it doesn’t seem strange
to me that our bodies hold grief.

J Do you know any off the top of your
head?

J Not at all. I feel like I’ve noticed in the
past few years my upper back becoming
a lot more tense than it had been before.
Are there times when you feel the pain of
grief more acutely than others?

S There’s one in particular that I sing to

S I think any kind of shift in my life is when
I feel grief. Any time I move to a new place
I think about what my mom would think.
How would she see this space? Not so
much to perform to her expectations, but
in the sense of cherishing my life with her.

And everything with my dad has brought
rounds of more grief. After he told me
he was dating someone, I started having
nightmares again. I had some pretty intense
nightmares after my mom died. So much so
that I briefly became an insomniac. When
she died, my dad didn’t call the mortician
until after we had all gotten home so that
we had some time with her body.

J That must have been so hard to walk in
and not have seen the moment, but to just
see her dead body.
S Yeah, exactly. I think there was something
important about it, but I ended up having
dreams for a month about her dead body
reawakening and being like, “What? I’m not
dead! I’m alive!” And then I’d wake up and
have to renegotiate the loss as reality.

So when my dad started dating, I was having
some bad dreams again, I think because the
loss became even more permanent. We expect our father to hold her memory, and if
he’s starting to move away from that, then
that feels like a secondary form of loss.

J You and I both use water as a source of
inspiration and a way to express our grief
in our practices, and I was hoping that you
could talk a bit about where that started
and what water symbolizes for you.
S My ideas about water actually started

around the time my mom was diagnosed
and initially felt separate from her illness. I
was thinking about eco-feminism and how
the oppression of women has been linked
with the oppression of the earth. But I was
also inclined to think about water from a
place of spirituality. There are some songs
and hymns that deal with water that I grew
up singing and also became really attracted
to in college.

myself when I’m by water that I can totally
sing for you. I actually sang it this weekend
during a walk along the Potomac in DC
with some friends and family after Mark’s
memorial. Some people were having more
fun and some people were in a lot of pain,
so I suggested we would have a moment
of silence to acknowledge the fact that
we were all together due to loss. And to
think about Mark. And I ended up singing
the song. I think it’s the one that I’m most
attracted to because it acknowledges being
in a low place and also asks us how we give
to the world. That’s part of the lens of how
I try to live my life but is also a lens that’s
really hard to have when you’re so internally focused on grief.

This notion that grief does
live in our body and that
there’s a whole meridian
that absorbs the grief—
whether or not you believe
it, it doesn’t seem strange to
me that our bodies hold grief.
I’ll sing it:
Every time I feel this way
This old familiar sinking
I will lay my troubles down by the water
Where the river will never run dry
I’m gonna let myself be lifted
I’m gonna let myself be lifted
I’m gonna let myself be lifted
By and by
I will lay my troubles down by the water
Where the river will never run dry
It’s been said and I do believe
As you ask
So shall you receive
So take from me these troubles
Bring me sweet release
Where the river will never run dry
Hallelujah
Hallelujah
Hallelujah
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By and by
I will lay my troubles down by the water
Where the river will never run dry
There is a river in this heart of hearts
With a knowingness
Of my highest good
I am willing
I will do my part
Where the river will never run dry
This river will never run dry

J That’s beautiful.
S I really love the imagery of laying trou-

bles down by water. I think anytime I’m
around a body of water, it is soothing in
this very physiological way. To me, everything about life is encapsulated in this one
element.
I also think that for me, water is not simply
soothing. It has the capacity to be very
destructive, too. My family’s home was
flooded in 2008 and that was super traumatizing. So I think also having a deep respect
for the power of water is important.
One time, the summer after my mom died,
Kurt and I were on a road trip. I was looking at this beautiful glacier and realizing
that my children would know neither my
mom nor the glaciers. And that kind of
compounded layers of grief for our world
with grief for her. §
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Jackie Could you start by talking about
what your grief was like initially and how
it’s changed over the years?
Andrea Sure. That’s a place to start. Do

you want to go, Greg, or do you want me
to?

Greg I would love it if you would start.
A Sure. So I would describe my initial

I wasn’t sure at first if I wanted to interview my mom and
brother for this project. We talk about Dad in passing all
the time, but we hadn’t ever sat down and had an inten-

do. He was very different things to each of us, and my experience of grieving him when I lived halfway across the
country from my mom and brother felt almost like a thing
of my own making. But I’m glad that I added their voices
to this conversation. It made me feel like my experience
of grief was more connected to my family than I felt at the
time. It is real, and I’m not alone.

G It’s really hard for me to articulate
exactly how I felt. I mean, we’re talking
literally date of death to afterwards?

When I think back on it, I
did stuff completely out of
a rote behavior. Like, what
go take a shower. And it

J I remember you being really nervous

think enough time has gone by that it felt healthy for us to

J Yeah. We are very lucky. What about you,
Greg?

A Like going to Florida that first January.

his death and the resulting grief. There was a lot I felt

mom because hers felt so much bigger than mine. But I

that, you know, don’t have a place to live in
all this. So I come back to that awareness
of what I have and I did too during the
worst of the grief, and it helped me every
single time. I was thankful for so many
things. The relationship that we had, the
fact that you guys were able to be with
us at the end. I mean, there were so many
things that made it easier on me than it
could have been.

do you do? You get up, you

tional conversation about our personal experiences with

I had a hard time talking about my own grief with my

A Yeah. Except then I think about people

J Like what?
Making myself do that all alone, rent a car,
find my way to the condo, to the grocery
store.

nervous about addressing--sometimes in the early stages,
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grief as like nothing I’ve ever experienced.
In a physical and emotional way, it was
everything. It was so debilitating that I
wasn’t sure I was going to survive it. That’s
how just mind-bending it was. And it was
surprising to me because I had known for
so long that he wasn’t going to live forever,
you know? And It’s really only in hindsight
that I know how devastated I was. When I
think back on it, I did stuff completely out
of a rote behavior. Like, what do you do?
You get up, you go take a shower. And it
was like that for a really, really long time.
And it got better as I made myself do
some things that I really wasn’t expecting
to be able to do.

J Don’t get cocky. Right?

about getting there by yourself.

A Yeah. I had never done that in a strange
place. So that was a big hump to get over.
And really every time I’ve taken a trip, I
feel like it’s helped me. Somehow getting
out of the bubble, you know?

J Do you feel like our trip to Italy helped

you? Because I remember that felt really hard
in the moment, to be there without Dad.

A It definitely helped. But yeah, it was so
bittersweet.You know?

J Yeah.
A I think that’s probably always going to

be the case when it’s just us. We’re missing
that other link. And with this last trip that
I took to Egypt, I really felt alive again for
the first time. And it figures, we come
home and we’re in fucking lockdown. Like,
is this really necessary? Do we have to get
slapped down like this?

G I know.

was like that for a really,
really long time. And it got
better as I made myself do
some things that I really
wasn’t expecting to be able
to do.
J Yeah. Like how did it feel? How did it
affect the way you were able to live your
life?
G It was just numbness and void more

than anything. I was definitely kind of
blurry-eyed for a while and just tried
to keep doing whatever I was supposed to
be doing.

A Yeah, letting that muscle memory take
over.

G Yeah. I didn’t really feel like there was
anything that I was doing that was really
great at that point.You know, I wasn’t really
running a lot. I didn’t have any cool hobbies.
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I was at least young enough at work, where
I was like, Oh, this is something that I can
take pride in a little bit. I didn’t have the
jaded perspective that I do now.
I remember thinking a lot about still being
at the company Dad had worked for and
just being like, Wow, this is so fucking crazy.
What would life have been like if he had
survived or if he had lived even just a little
longer and could have worked more, or
even if he hadn’t worked more just . . .

too soon.

J Do you ever talk about Dad’s death with
your friends?
G I’ve always just felt really awkward
talking about it with most people.
A Your friend Adam?
G Yeah, I talk with Adam so much.

A Just to have that ear.

A He’s somebody who has been through it.

G Yeah. So I mean, going back to your

G I remember talking with him a lot

question, I felt super numb. I tried to just
go into day-to day-activities. There was a
moment when he was in hospice that I
just sort of lost it. And then after that I
didn’t really think about it for a long time. I
just tried to not. I don’t know. Not denial,
but it was like, Okay, I’m definitely going to
be stereotypical and bury this a little bit.

when dad was still sick. But there are very
few people who I feel like I can go into the
depth of it with.

A That’s protection.

about death either. Even when I frame his
memory as something I think fondly of,
people get kind of weird. And I’m like, I’m
not doing this to bring you down.

G Yeah. Oh it totally was! I didn’t inten-

tionally do that, but it was just my natural
reaction. And I think over the years I’ve let
myself become more open to just feeling
things as they come.

There was a moment when
he was in hospice that I just
sort of lost it. And then after
that I didn’t really think
about it for a long time. I
just tried to not . . . And
I think over the years I’ve
let myself become more
open to just feeling things
as they come.
And going back to the work situation, I
think that’s been the hardest part of this
last year. Being as frustrated as I’ve been at
UHG and just knowing that he was truly
the ultimate resource. And maybe that was
just a crutch in some ways, and other ways
it’s just like . . .
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A No, you guys got ripped off. He left

A People don’t get it.
J It’s hard if you haven’t lived it.
G I don’t think people really love talking

A They want to make you feel better, and
I get that. But the sort of rub on the back,
it’s like, No, I don’t need that.

J Yeah. I think I’ve started to care less
about that. So when I talk about him with
people, it’s just because I want to bring
him up. But I remember feeling really
awkward initially, because it felt like every
time I just mentioned his name, people
would be like, Oh no, I don’t know how to
respond to that.
A So how else has it changed for you,
Jackie?

J I’ve been thinking about that a lot. I

don’t know if I’ve ever talked about this
with you guys, but when I first went back
to Boston after he died it was really weird
for me because my life didn’t look any
different. And so I felt like I was constantly
trying to remind myself and make myself
feel it. Because otherwise I’d just kind of
forget that he was gone. And I think that
was partially why I was really struggling
at work and making a ton of mistakes. It
was just because I wasn’t focused on being
there.
I think partially the reason I started trying
to make work about dad’s death and
grief more broadly was because I wanted

to bring him into my new life somehow.
This is the first place I’ve moved to that
he doesn’t know about and I started this
degree after he died. So I guess it’s just
kind of always been a thing that I’m trying
to remind myself of. But it’s also become
less like a burden.

A That’s a really good way of putting it.
J Yeah. Like the anniversary of his death
this past year, I thought about it leading up
to that date, but then I remember I texted
you on June 2nd just to say hi, and you said
thank you. And it took me a second to
realize that it was because it was June 2nd.
I felt really, really bad about that at first,
because in the past two years I had done
something intentional that day to celebrate
him. But then I realized that it’s probably
a good thing that I’m not dwelling on the
anniversary of his death.
A That’s another thing that changed for

me—the lead up to the anniversary. The
first spring after he died was horrible and
I didn’t even really understand why. It’s not
an issue this year at all. But that first year
after his death, I just re-lived everything
leading up to his death in a visceral way.
When you talk about the burden being lifted,
I feel like that was a huge burden that I
wasn’t sure was ever going to go away. I’m
hugely relieved that it did.

G It was so beautiful, that month leading

up to him dying. Fucking spring days are
never going to feel the same.

A Yeah. I know. It’s true. Like being out on
the deck.

G That picture of me grilling with him? It

I’ve actually been writing down the story
of when we first met and all the things
we did and the places we went. It was all
secret because nobody at work knew. And
how we were little kids, just madly in love.
And it was fun. I really try to remember
that stuff because there’s a lot that I don’t
want to remember. The thing that I can still
hear is me making him laugh. I really miss
doing that.

G I feel like it was so rare that he would
really just geek out over something.
J I can’t really remember that.
G I have this vivid memory. It’s one of
the only things from the last month of his
life that was really, really funny. We were
talking after I came home from work one
day and I was telling dad about some toilet
that I had walked into at work and it was
a disaster. And he was just sitting there
and he was like, Oh, I’ve seen some royally
fucked up toilets in my day.

That’s one of the reasons
that I hold on to the memory of being home and taking care of Dad. We were
such a team. That was all
we had to focus on, and we
didn’t fight.
J and A [laughter]

was so gorgeous out.

A He loved toilet humor.

J Yeah. I also wanted to ask about what
kinds of memories you try to hold on to
and which you’ve tried to let go of. I feel
weird even saying it, but I think because I
was so far from home for so long I actually
have tried to hold on to the memories of
taking care of him when he was in hospice.
Because it was the time that I was closest.
And I wonder if that’s a memory you
would rather let go of.

G Yeah, it was fucking hilarious.

A So for me, I’m finding that it’s hard to

remember any of it. Like my life with him. I
have to remind myself that it was real. And
some of that I think is because I’ve stayed
in this house and, it’s like, you know, Where
are you?

J I feel like I don’t have very many memories of his sense of humor.
A Well, he was pretty serious.
J I feel like I got that side of him more.
A But he got people’s humor.You know

what I mean? Like, he thought I was funny.
No wonder I fell in love with him.You
make somebody laugh and that’s it.

I thought of him yesterday because I
cranked up the stereo and I was dancing
in the great room. I was remembering
when we finished that room and we had
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the stereo equipment and the TV and no
furniture. We used to dance there all the
time.

J I mean, it did.
A Yes.

feeling I had was like the top of my head
was missing. Like I just couldn’t focus.

J Really?

J I think it did.

G Yeah.

A Yeah. Before the furniture came. So,

A But I think in some good ways. Who

J Same for you, Greg?

yeah, that actually got me a little choked
up. I haven’t cried in a really long time. And
I did. I did get a little choked up. But, oh
well. It’s all right.

J I was talking to my friend Annie about
her mom who’d died like 15 years ago. To
me it seemed like Annie has a super vivid
memory of all of the events leading up to
that and what it was like taking care of her
mom and the medical issues. I was very
impressed because I feel like I’ve already
really quickly lost a lot of memories.
A That’s all right. I think that’s protection.

I mean, I can bring them all back. Like just
thinking about those two weeks of radiation, it all started coming back to me. I can
stop myself though, you know? There’s no
good reason to do that.

Do you remember right after
he died, I had that pain all
the way down the right side
of my body? I mean that’s
a physical manifestation of
grief. And it lasted for like
two months.
J Right.
A Except to think about how good we
were at dealing with that stuff.

J I think that’s one of the reasons that I

knows? We don’t know yet. It did what it
did.

J I’ve talked to so many people who have

lost parents. And I would be curious, Mom,
to hear you talk about how losing dad
compared to losing Nana and Popop.

A I have some things to say about losing

my mother but I’m not sure I know exactly
how to articulate them. I wish I had been
in a different place when she died because
I think I should have stood up to my sister
about a few things. Like we really should
have had a memorial service. And I miss
my mother, you know. I will be honest with
you, I miss her.
And as far as losing my father, this sounds
so weird, but I was relieved when he died
because I sat by his bed too. And he made
the decision not to have dialysis. It was his
choice. And I didn’t have a warm and fuzzy
relationship with him. But I had resolved a
lot of the issues before he died. So, I knew
it was going to be hard for my mother after
he went, but I never felt a big gaping hole
in my life when my father died.

when we would go down to Mayo. I’d be
hyperaware, on top of all the questions
and thinking about what I was going to do
at home as soon as I walked through the
door to make things normal for you guys.
And that Superman power was taken away
the minute he died. It was just gone and it
was not coming back.

thinking about how much fun it would have
been with him. But also there was no way
he would have ever been able to do it.

J That’s what’s hard to remember. It’s like,
there’s no shiny alternate reality in which

I remember when I would
think about it too much,
my stomach would start
flipping. It kind of felt like

G But you didn’t have any reason to
feel like you had to be on your A-game
anymore.

pre-race jitters. It was pure

A I couldn’t even if I wanted to. I would

then I would say I was just

cry literally trying to pay bills some days,
which I had always done. It wasn’t a new
job, you know? It was like everything was
overwhelming.

adrenaline, anxiety. And
fuzzy. I felt like I could not
concentrate for long periods

G Yeah. Like maybe twice.

he’s still alive. It would have been hell.
Whenever I get sad about him not being
around anymore, I think about that.

J Oh, absolutely. One of the more challenging things I wanted to talk about is
how our family has changed. Part of that
is getting to know who you are without
Dad, because the two of you were such a
unit. I feel like I never really developed a
good picture of you as individual people.

A I wasn’t a crier.

A Yes.

J You used to hate it when I cried.

G I have a video of dad when you guys

A Yeah, I think it spoke very highly of us

how grief feels for you physically.

were one person.

J One thing we haven’t talked about yet is
A Do you remember right after he died,

I had that pain all the way down the right
side of my body? I mean that’s a physical
manifestation of grief. And it lasted for like
two months.

J Did anything make it go away?
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A I would get this Superman feeling

A Oh, no kidding. On the Egypt trip I was

J I’d never seen you cry before dad died.

A Well, I don’t think we were. We really

But that was very intentional on dad’s and
my part from the very beginning. It was
just gonna be who we were, we weren’t
going to let it change us.

G I remember when I would think about
it too much, my stomach would start
flipping. It kind of felt like pre-race jitters.
It was pure adrenaline, anxiety. And then I
would say I was just fuzzy. I felt like I could
not concentrate for long periods of time.
Or short periods even.

who reminds me of him. When I was walking in Swan Point Cemetery this morning
I got kind of choked up because there was
a couple that was around your age sitting
on a bench together. And I know you’re
relieved that dad’s not around during this
pandemic, but I’m sad for you. It fucking
sucks that you’re all alone.

You know, the thing that I will tell you, because I’ve lost a lot of people now, is that
I was not prepared for what it would feel
like to lose Dad. I mean, I still am not sure
who I am without him, if that makes sense.

hold on to the memory of being home and
taking care of Dad. We were such a team.
That was all we had to focus on, and we
didn’t fight.
as a team, all four of us.

A Time. And then I would say the general

A I remember you saying that.

A I know, it’s terrible.
J I do think you’ve gotten more understanding of overwhelming emotional
responses.
A Well, yeah. Nothing like experiencing it.
G I don’t know why, but my emotional

reaction has not been crying very frequently. I can remember breaking down a few
times leading up to his death, and then just
being like, yeah, I literally cannot even shed
a tear.

J I don’t cry about dad much anymore.
Every once in a while when I see someone

of time.

were watching me race in college. It’s
really funny because it’s a super nonmemorable race.

He recorded most of the1500 meter
dash and he was standing with Coach
Craig, and it’s just the two of them talking
about me during the race. And it’s partly
really nice to hear him, and it’s also like,
Fuck. Craig asks how I’m feeling and Dad
says, “He gave me a look before the race
that I know all too well means defeat.”
And I ended up almost winning my heat. I
rewatched it recently and I was like, God
damn it. I want him to be able to watch me
run and see me have something other than
a defeatist mentality. I always felt a little bit
like he thought I was weak.
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A I don’t think he understood it. It wasn’t
that he thought you were any way. He
just didn’t understand it because it was so
foreign to his way. Because he was a bull.
I mean, if he was gonna do something, he
was just gonna fucking do it all the way.

G Right, and I think I’m more like that than
I had maybe let on when I was younger. I
think that’s been the thing recently. I’m like,
Man I really wish that he could see this.
A Well, some people would say, “Oh, he
sees you!” Which, like, whatever.

G Yeah, are we shooting the shit with him?
Are we drinking Sauterne together? No.
No. So shut the fuck up.
A Part of me hopes that there is some
sort of awareness though.

J I do remember in the room when he
died just feeling like, What the? How can a
body go from having life in it to having no
life in it? And the thing that used to be in it
that made it alive is just gone. Where does
that go?
A Plus, wasn’t it Scott and Brad who

came to the door to collect his body?
[Note to the reader: My dad’s name was
Brad Scott.]

J I forgot about that!
G I remember opening the door and I
was like, Nah, you can’t come in.
A I think I said, “You couldn’t have told us
you were Jim and Bob?”

J They didn’t get it.
A I do remember us hysterically laughing in
the kitchen about that afterwards though.
J I think if anything that was a gift for us,
right? Yeah, that was freaky really.
A Really, we just could not have laughed

harder about anything at that particular
point. And I do have the flickering lights in
the kitchen, which I turned off today. Like
I’m sitting here in the kitchen right now
and I don’t have the lights on that usually
flicker when he’s around. So I don’t know if
he’s listening to us or not.
Yeah, I miss him.

J Yeah, me too. §
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Annie
Trainque
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Coincidentally, I met Annie through Terra. It was on the
Fourth of July three years ago now, at an epic party Terra
threw in their backyard involving inflatable pools and
squirt guns, and I instantly felt connected to her. My dad
had passed away on June 2 of that year, and I was right in
the middle of needing to talk about him incessantly. Annie was there for it. She didn’t shy away from listening to
me in the way I needed to be listened to, and only shared

A This is the house I grew up in. I spent

that she had lost her mom a long time ago. I was hesi-

a lot of time just hanging out by myself in
the barn and walking around the hundred
acres.

tant to invite her to be a part of this project, not because I

J I don’t think I knew that you grew up on
so much land.

didn’t think she would be able to have the kind of insight-

A Yeah. We moved there when I was

ful conversation I was hoping for, but because I wasn’t
sure if it was something she wanted to talk about. She
had never shared many specifics about her story with me.
But she agreed wholeheartedly, and made the trip from
Boston to Providence to spend an afternoon over lunch

eight. We didn’t necessarily want to live
there. My mom loved living in a farmhouse, but it was super drafty in the
winter. We could only afford to heat the
house at 55 degrees. And then when I
was twelve my dad tried to kill my mom.
He had been physically abusive for a long
time and after that, she finally got the
gumption to kick him out. She really tried
to make the best of my childhood after
that. She really tried to make life fun for
my older sisters and I.

Here’s a photo of us one Easter. She had
decorated the dining room and made a
salad that looked like a decorated egg, and
then she put balloons and an Easter Lily
in the living room. So this photo is of me
coming downstairs to all of this and being
super surprised. She really had this joy and
creativity about her. She had this sense
of humor that was really delightful. She
delighted in things. She cherished memories and she cherished creating joy for
her kids. Because she realized how much
sadness she had created by being married
to an asshole.

J Was she always so joyous?
A Yeah. She always had a really good

sense of humor. She always wanted to
make things special for us, even though we
had no money. And she was always smiling.

talking about her experience of loss. She came prepared
with a stack of photographs that were integral to how she
shared her story, and which I have reproduced here. Like
Terra, she is impressively eloquent and able to recall moments in time and physical sensations with both humor
and great detail. Her story is complicated and painful,
and I am eternally grateful that she was willing to share it
with me in the way that she did.
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This photo is from my freshman year of
college. She was in recovery from leukemia
and hadn’t been diagnosed with brain cancer yet, but look how goofy she is! She’s a
super goof. And then this photo is when I
started realizing something was wrong.

J What was it that made you realize?

And she also let me know that night that
my dad had just moved back into the
house. She didn’t have any money and also
my dad’s house had just flooded, so he
needed a place to stay. I was livid about
that. And actually after he tried to kill her, I
told my mom that if she ever let him back
in, I would leave and never come back.

A We went out to dinner and she looked

J Wow.

lovely, but she was chomping her food and
she wasn’t herself, she wasn’t buoyant.
She wasn’t laughing. It’s so subtle, but the
left side of her face started not working.
And she was walking with a cane. And I
was such a bitch to her. I was like, What is
wrong with you? Why are you acting this
way? And she was like, Oh, it’s fine. It’s fine.
The left side of my body is a little weak,
but I’m going to the doctor about it and
it’s fine. And I was just so startled by it
that I didn’t know what to do.

A I said that when I was 12. And so during

this conversation, I was like, I’m sorry mom,
I’m not coming home. And I didn’t, I stayed.
Then stuff started getting worse, but they
were keeping how bad things really were
secret from us. Eventually my sister Emily
went to visit and realized that my mom
was living on a couch and not able to get
to the bathroom by herself. That was October of 2004. And then in November, she
went to the doctor and they did a brain

scan and realized that she had a tumor
that was wrapped around her brainstem.
So they were like, Enjoy Thanksgiving but if
anything gets worse, you need to go to the
emergency room immediately.

And then my dad would come at night
because we just could not stand being
around him.

So all four of us kids went home for
Thanksgiving and found that she couldn’t
move and couldn’t talk. So we were like,
Fuck that. We’re going to the emergency
room immediately. And then they diagnosed her with brain cancer on my 19th
birthday.

A It took a while to sort that out because,

The way they did the biopsy to make the
diagnosis rendered her speechless for a
few days. And do you see how she has
these beautiful blue eyes? She was so
scared, and you could just see it in her
eyes that she wanted to talk, like she was
trying to communicate through her eyes
and um . . .Yeah. It was really hard. Because
I was 19. I was a kid, I was a baby.

J I can’t imagine how hard that must have

been for you.

A And the doctor’s bedside manner was

not great. She was just like,You have
glioblastoma multiforme, and that’s the
most aggressive brain cancer. It’s wrapped
around your brainstem. We cannot operate. There’s a laser that we might be able
to use, but if we were off at all, you would
die instantly. So the treatment is radiation
and chemotherapy.You have a month to live.
And she turned to us and was basically
like, Get ready to say goodbye.
All of us were there, including my dad.
And my dad is the type of person where if
you show any emotion, he will see you and
raise you. And I could not control myself,
so he made it about himself. My sisters had
to take me out of the room cause I was
losing it. I was like, How is this happening?
How is this possibly happening?
I made it through my freshman year finals
that December and then left school for a
year to take care of her. Each of us took
different jobs. My sister Rachel was the
physical caretaker. Emily did all the paperwork and legal stuff, and then I was the
PR person and would get messages out to
our church. She was also so scared and sad
that she was sick that she really needed
someone with her all the time. So I would
go to every radiation treatment with her.
So that was my job, too, to do radiation
treatment.
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J And he respected that?
for example, before that division of labor
we were trying to figure out how to tackle
this thing. And for those first two weeks, I
was still in school. I still had to go to class
and take my finals. And my dad told me
that I was a bad daughter because I didn’t
come all day, every day.

After he told me that I left the room and
physically collapsed because I couldn’t
believe how cruel he was and that this
was my life. My mom’s dying. My dad has
no compassion for me. My sisters and I are
doing everything in our power to make the
best of this situation.

She really had this joy and
creativity about her. She
had this sense of humor
that was really delightful.
She delighted in things. She
cherished memories and
she cherished creating joy
for her kids.
So then she just kept on living for 11
months, getting better and getting worse
and getting better and getting worse. And
she was determined to live, like dying was
not an option for her.
And so eventually, it worked out that my
dad would come at night and my sisters
and I would come during the day for three
to four hours. And once we passed the
one-month mark, we were like, Okay, well
she seems to be getting a little better
because of the radiation and chemo, so
where’s this going? It threw us into a
year of limbo because she was not dying
anytime soon. She was so determined to
live and to do well in physical therapy. At
this point, the entire left side of her body
was atrophying. But she was really determined to do as much as she could. And so
we would do physical therapy. Even when
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she was in bed, we would do exercises
with her. We would stretch her leg and tell
her to push back on it. And any ounce of
strength that she had, she found hope in that.
Her left arm went completely dead. And
when you don’t move your arm a lot, the
tendon in your shoulder starts to loosen.
And so her shoulder basically just let go
of her arm. But we would move her arm
around for her, and that was how she
danced. We would wiggle our shoulders at
her and she would wiggle hers back.
It’s funny because I became very aware
of my body as well. And I still think about
what went wrong with her body and am
like, I’m so thankful for my tendons. Things
like that. The awareness of how fragile the
body is.

J Yeah, how quickly it can just go.
A And how our brains are keeping it all

together. It’s a miracle that things work. It’s
much more believable that things shouldn’t
work.
So these are a few pictures of her when
she was in her final resting place. It was
a nursing home that we found that was
great.You can see that the hemispheres of
her face are very different. And this was
the arm that didn’t work and it would be
on an armrest.
I brought a picture of her hand too, because you can see how swollen it would
get.

J Wow, yeah.
A It would get really swollen and so we’d

have to move it around. The fingers didn’t
work anymore, but she would move them
with her right arm and make sure that they
were still separate.

So she was doing everything that she could
to keep her body in shape. She would
try to keep her face steady, because if she
didn’t, one side of her face would just
completely droop.

J That must have taken so much concentration all the time.

is that it didn’t take her personality. It
took her filter away, but her personality
remained intact and so she would crack
jokes. Laughter was still a huge part of
what got us through.

J Thank you so much for sharing all that
with me. How long was she in the nursing
home for?
A I think that it was at least four months.
She was at multiple hospitals before that.
And then that’s where she died.

J I’m so impressed with how much you
remember from that time. Thinking back
to when my dad died, my memories are
already foggy about what he was like
physically and able to do and what we had
to do for him. I’m interested in how you’ve
held on to those memories and how your
grief has changed over the years.
A It’s funny you say that because I feel like
my memories are really foggy. Like I have
snapshots in my mind of things. And I think
the snapshots are mostly around regret
and how I desperately wish that I could go
back as a full grown adult and change what
I did. Sometimes I still think, What could
I have done more of? I should have given
her more back rubs! Her back probably
killed all the time. I wish the quality of life
could have been better, but we were really
doing everything we could. We just felt so
protective of her.

But I think it’s probably because I went to
eight years of therapy and talked about the
experience and the pain a lot. The memories
are probably because I was so close to her
and because I lived it with my family. Even
though now we hardly talk about her.
It’s funny to use these words, but it was
such a vibrant and vital time. Because life
was so precious in the moment. I guess
because it was so fragile and everything
felt like it had an immediacy to it. Like this
might be the last time, or this might be the
best she’ll be. Or this is the moment. Okay,
she’ll probably die this week. And then like
three months later, it’s like, Okay she’ll
probably die this week.

A Yeah, exactly. And for someone who

J I remember that too. It’s exhausting. That
idea of not knowing.

J Was she able to retain any of the joy you
talked about her having in your childhood?

A Yeah. And I actually don’t have a whole

loved to smile, that’s really hard.
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A Well, what’s great about this illness

lot of memories from my childhood, just
because that was such a fraught and
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hideous time. And maybe because I was
entering adulthood, the memories feel so
much more complete. It’s interesting to
hear you say that it sounds like I remember a lot because I feel like I don’t.

J I’m very interested in how time affects
grief and memories. I’m wondering if you
still feel like you have moments where you
think about your memories more or if
there are any triggers for the grief.
A Anything can trigger it. Thinking back to
the early stages of it, it could come out of
nowhere. Especially within the first five or
ten years after. I could just be, you know,
washing the dishes or going to work, and
it would be like a big wave. Have you ever

It’s funny to use these
words, but it was such a
vibrant and vital time. Because life was so precious in
the moment. I guess because it was so fragile and
everything felt like it had
an immediacy to it.
been in the ocean when a big wave hits
you and it completely takes your breath
away? And it essentially sucks all the air out
of you. That’s how it would feel. I would
just be like, Where did that come from?
Why, and where and how, and please make
it go away now. Just that complete shock
of grief.

J That imagery is perfect. I’ve been
exploring how my relationship with water
can be a metaphor for the experience for
grief. Do you think about water or the
ocean as a significant space at all?
A So I have this strange relationship to

the ocean because I have really fair skin
and burned really badly as a kid. But I
love the beach at night when it’s cold and
windy and the sand is densely packed from
the waves. I love the tactile nature of sand
when it’s cold and dense. Something about
that is very satisfying. And I love the sound
too at night. There’s an intimacy at night
with the ocean that I really like.
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J I appreciate that. I think early morning

and night at the beach are my favorite
times too. Getting there before anyone
else is there.

A I like going to the beach during the day
in the winter or the fall because the air is
different and the colors are different. I like
the more muted ocean colors. The gray
water. Deep blue, gray. I like the opposite
of what everybody else likes about the
beach. I like the ocean when nobody else
wants to be there. When there’s an intimate moment.

J Totally. I totally get that. The off-season
beach imagery makes me think of the
experience of grief over a long period of
time. Muted.
A Yeah, it was overwhelming at first, but

now years and years later I’m definitely
suppressing it. I choose not to remember
because remembering and dwelling in it
doesn’t do me any good. It’s just easier to
function when it’s suppressed. And I’m glad
I brought pictures and I’m glad I looked at
them, but I very, very intentionally do not
look at pictures usually. And I have some
of her stuff and I don’t look at it. I really
intentionally don’t look at it.

J How has the experience of caring for
your mom so intensely and then grieving
her for so long changed you?
A Well, because it was my early adulthood,

it really defined my coming up, you know?
And at the time I was a devout Christian
going to church every week. That was my
lifeline to her. I believed she was in heaven.
I believed she had eternal life with God. I
believed that when I died, I would see her
again. That was really sustaining for me. But
it was also holding me back from a lot of
personal growth that I needed to do.

So she died in November 2006. I moved to
Boston in May of 2007, and I met my now
husband, Jarrod, in September of 2008. And
between November of 2006 and September of 2008 I had been completely relying
on my “relationship with God” to sustain
me through the pain and anger. And then
I met Jarrod, and he was this funny little
creature who I was really into, but I could
not understand why. He was an atheist,
but we were connected on some weird
sort of psychic level. He started asking me
why I believed what I believed. And people
in my church were very protective of me
and kind of hated him. They didn’t want

him around me. But I was also becoming
my own person. And so then he started
encouraging me to question my beliefs
and at the same time I was taking a bunch
of religion classes and also listening to a
lot of Radio Lab. And it sounds so cheesy
now because I was like 20 or 21 and so
conflicted about my faith.

J It’s not cheesy!
A Yeah, it was serious. So finally, in like

January of 2009 he and I were arguing all
the time about Christianity and faith and I
thought he was a complete jerk, but also
wanted to be around him all the time. So
I would bring him to church and then we
would go out to lunch after and talk about
it, and he was like, This is such bullshit. Why
do you believe this? And I was like, Well, um,
maybe I don’t know why. My faith and my
grief were very intertwined at that point,
so I would talk about my mom with him
and explain that my faith was how I felt
connected to her. I would say, This is my
lifeline to her. This is the only thing I have
left. Please don’t take that away from me.
But eventually I decided to take a break
from church. And then over the next few
months, no one from church called me.
No one checked on me.

J Wow.
A Apparently the “family” I had at church

didn’t care. And so it was like, Okay, check
that one off the list. I’m not going back to
that church, and also maybe I don’t believe
all of this stuff. And then once I stopped
confessing my sins, once I stopped relying on prayer to get me through the day, I
realized that I was a lot stronger and more
independent than I believed I was. I was a
lot happier and less paralyzed.

J Yeah, that makes sense.

reasons, but the letting go of the anticipation of seeing her again was helpful.

J It seems like it would be helpful because

then you can focus more on being alive.
Do you feel like after you let go of that
anticipation, you were able to feel more
joy around memorializing her? Is that
something you can feel?

A I don’t think I’ve gotten there yet . . .

That makes me so sad. It makes me sad
that I’m still sad. There’s a lot that I wish I
could have done for her. Now that I have a
good job and have a good life. Because, and
I’m not kidding, the first 20 years of my life
were miserable. There was no relief. And
then there was just enormous grief until I
met Jarrod. And in some strange way, him
coaxing me out of this religious fog that
I had around me enabled me to see that
I have agency over my choices. My mom
always seemed to believe that life was happening to her, and it was God’s will. And
that’s what I thought too. And then once
someone came along who I happened to
love and cherish said to me, You know,
that’s not the only way. You can actually
make your own choices and happen to life
instead. Since that happened, life got way
better. Having agency over my choices is
really what makes a good life.

In a lot of ways, letting go of that belief
also felt like letting go of her beliefs,
because I was really a mirror image of her.
I’m so much like her. She was a really
engaging person and she lit up a room. So
I try to emulate that, I try to emulate her
good features and not focus so much on
her faith.

J That resonates with me. That’s something
that I haven’t thought about in a long time.
How partly just through existing, we’re
keeping their spirits alive. §

A And then a new grief set in, because

losing my religion meant I had to let go
of my mom again. I was slowly accepting
that I believed that there was no heaven
and that we don’t go somewhere special
when we die, and that’s what I believe now.
And so that process of letting go of these
deeply held beliefs was difficult but felt like
a weight being lifted off my shoulders.
I mean, looking at pictures can break me
down like a crying child. But thinking about
the fact that I won’t see her again doesn’t
actually affect me in the way that it used
to. I wish she were still here for so many
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A Little
More
Like Water

This collection expresses the beauty that can result from being able to share one’s pain
with people who understand it most. Last January, I set out to interview friends of mine
who have lost parents, thinking that I would make pieces specific to each individual’s
experience. However, the stories that I uncovered had more in common than I anticipated; every person spoke of memory, the infinite lifespan of grief, and the need to find
a sense of calm amidst the pain of loss, for example, and these were the qualities that
I instilled in the collection overall. Further, as I began to connect their stories together
within this document, it was if I were bringing these people together communally. In fact,
we couldn’t gather physically this spring, so this imagined community became a sort of
utopia. Especially now, as we remain separated by quarantine, this type of sharing, and the
creation of a community that is other than physical, has become so important. But even
in the before times, the idea of bringing a group of people together with no agenda other
than to remember and feel and be present in our bodies, seemed almost too good to be
true. As the writer and grief expert David Kessler said in an interview with pop sociologist Brené Brown, “Grief must be witnessed. We have to be our brother’s keeper, our
sister’s keeper, in this moment.”
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The garments that I made in response to these interviews took on a holistic aesthetic,
becoming a uniform of sorts that unites the wearers, but each also distinct enough to
acknowledge the uniqueness of each person’s individual story of grief. The palettes in
each ensemble come from striped landscape color studies that appear at the start of
each interview in this book. Drawing from an archive of photos I have been building over
the years of the beach at various times of day, as well as the descriptions of the beach
found in the interludes of The Waves, I hand painted each stripe to evoke the light at
different times of day at the beach, from sunrise to sunset. I looked to how painters
like Celia Paul, Elisabeth Osborne, and Joan Mitchell use vibrant color to represent the
ocean, rather than the muted tones that are so easy to fall into when depicting the beach.
With their visible brush strokes and inevitable layering of one color over the next, the
resulting landscape stripes are at once intuitive and calculated, an abstraction of both
place and emotion.
We return to ourselves, our bodies and our memories, again and again through the process
of searching for a loved one who has left us, and through that return become acutely
aware of how time continues to move forward. Focusing attention on the movement
of time, its spectacular and cyclical nature, is how I try to calm myself when I’m in the
throes of grief. We continue to move forward but also return, and perhaps even at times
to just be still. We must try and give ourselves up to the movement in order to continue
to feel fully alive after losing someone we love. In a speech given at the opening night of
the 2014 PEN World Voices Festival, philosopher Judith Butler said, “Mourning has to do
with yielding to an unwanted transformation where neither the full shape nor the full
import of that alteration can be known in advance . . . Whatever it is, it cannot be willed.
It is a kind of undoing. One is hit by waves in the middle of the day, in the midst of a task.
And everything stops.”
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Pictured, clockwise from top left: Beach photographs that inspired the painted landscape stripes; Joan Mitchell,
“Chicago,” 1966-67; Elizabeth Osborne, “Dana Island Series,” 1989; Celia Paul, “For Her,” 2015
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This idea of becoming like water—submitting oneself to the rhythm of the waves and of
time and harnessing their power—unites this collection. I pay homage to water through
techniques such as machine knitting, dying, and painting, and through the imagery I reference and abstract. The first layer of each ensemble is a playsuit, machine knit of cotton
yarn. Each suit uses the same repeating pattern, inspired by the way waves ripple over one
another, creating a watery argyle on the ocean’s surface. The light is caught in these ripples,
dancing and sparkling. Depending on the time of day, these ripples can become quiet and
calm, the hues in the water blending together, or lively and full of contrast, reflecting
the bold colors of the sunset. The shape of the suits are inspired by vintage beachwear,
a nostalgic nod to Virginia Woolf. We are, after all, looking backward, even if it is while
also remaining in the present. Each suit is made specifically to the measurements of the
person meant to wear it. Grief is of the body. It weighs us down, wants us to be slower and
heavier. It constricts our breath and fogs our brains. Created by hand specifically for the
wearer, these suits celebrate the beauty in how time changes landscape. They give
the bereaved a balm for their whole selves. They are filled with the power of the ocean
water. They are bright, exuberant expressions of landscape as emotion.
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Clockwaise from top left: An interference pattern at RISD beach; a plan for the punch card used to knit the
playsuits; a test swatch using the punch card; Adrienne Dore and Mae Madison, 1935, vintagedancer.com; Claire
McCardell, Playsuit, 1949, The Metropolitan Museum of Art Archives; British Playsuit, 1935, The Metropolitan
Museum of Art Archives
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Layering is important to this collection. For each ensemble, layers can be added or
removed, according to the wearer’s preference. Cotton bottoms, bloomers and billowing
shorts, are dyed and painted freely with colors also taken from the landscape stripes. The
dye pools in places like the water left behind after a wave crashes over the sand. Subtle
gradients evoke the way the colors in the atmosphere change as you look out over the
shore. The billowing cotton lawn feels freeing and will soften over time in the salty air.
Sweaters made of industrially knit rayon and monofilament evoke various states of water
and employ different levels of transparency, by turns showing the swimsuit underneath
or completely covering it. These layers—ghostly shapes created to protect the wearer
from the cold sea breeze—are devoid of color other than white. Bathing costumes of
the 1930s and 40s contained many parts—capes, playsuits, the swimsuit itself—and I like
the idea of being able to cover or reveal the body at will during a day at the beach, as
one might want to decide whether to reveal more or less of their own story of grief. I
looked to modern designers like Simone Roche, Tsumori Chisato, and Veronique Leroy
Clockwise from top left: Crane Beach shore; Simone Rocha, Autumn-Winter 2020, Look 5; Tsumori Chiatso,
Fall 2019 Ready-to-Wear, Look 1;Veronique Leroy, Fall 2019 Ready-to-Wear, Look 1; Jean-Charles Worth,
Afternoon Dresses and Tea Gowns, Summer1927, pen and ink and watercolor,V&A Museum Archives
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for inspiration in regards to layering fabrics and garments, so that the nostalgia of the
vintage swimsuits would be situated in the present moment.
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As this collection currently stands, documented to the best of my abilities in my small studio
in Providence, it is merely a proposal for what it could become, once gathering together
is possible again. The mannequins that display the clothes are stiff and lifeless, and the
lighting is artificial. There is not much to be done about this in the present moment,
except to look to the future and what it might bring. I hope one day to be able to print
the landscape stripes on fabric at an almost one-to-one scale with the environment they
represent. They will then be installed at the ocean shore, hanging as backdrops surrounded
by the natural landscape, moving ever so slightly back and forth with the rhythm of the
waves. I will gather my friends together there in the clothes I made for them for a day
of celebration and remembrance, of moving our bodies in the sun and water, bringing
the clothes to life in the landscape they were made for. I am continually inspired by the
way dance pioneer Anna Halprin encouraged people to move their bodies in response
to landscape in order to promote healing and community. In a 1994 essay titled “Earth
Dances,” she writes:
I seek to understand the natural world as a reflection of my human experience.
Although this work is generated primarily by a kinesthetic connection, it also includes the feelings, associations, personal and communal images, and life scripts
that are part of our human nature. In that way, the interface between our human
ways and the ways of nature are integrated. Just as the ancients danced to call
upon the spirits in nature, we too can dance to find the spirits within ourselves
that have been long buried and forgotten.

This page: Anna and Lawrence Halprin, “Driftwood Village,” 1968, Lawrence Halprin Collection, The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania. Right: Anna and Lawrence Halprin, “Ritual Celebration,” ibid.

My friends and I are not dancers. Nonetheless, we can access the healing power in the act
of moving one’s body within nature. Through the creation of this collection of garments,
I hope to someday foster this now only imagined gathering at the ocean’s shore, helping
myself and my friends find the spirits of our lost loved ones within ourselves and also to
feel alive in our bodies as they exist in this world without them.
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Claire
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Claire: machine-knit cotton playsuit, rayon and monofilament sweater, embroidered organza scarf
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Terra
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Terra: machine-knit cotton playsuit, rayon and monofilament sweater, hand-dyed and painted cotton lawn
bloomers
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Sheila
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Sheila: machine-knit cotton playsuit, rayon and monofilament sweater
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Jackie
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Jackie: machine knit-cotton playsuit, hand-dyed and painted cotton lawn pants, hand-painted organza scarf
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Annie
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Annie: machine-knit cotton playsuit, hand-dyed and painted cotton lawn pants, hand-painted organza scarf
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Beach installation photographs will be tipped in here when a gathering and documentation becomes possible.
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Dear Dad,
By the time this thesis is published, it will have been almost four years since you passed
away. I think a lot about how strange it is that my life has changed so much since you left.
I am about to graduate from an MFA program that I started after you died in a city you
don’t know I moved to. The unyielding passage of time is usually just a fact of life, but moments like these bring to light how particularly unforgiving time can be. I feel so far away
from those last few days I got to spend with you.
When did my grief turn from being something that would force me to pull over on the
side of the road into a dull ache that I sometimes don’t even notice is there? When I
started on this journey at RISD, I began by trying to make work about the pain I felt having
lost you. Back then it had only been a little over two years that you had been gone, and
my grief was very different. I was grasping at ways to bring you into my new life here, to
make it feel like you were a part of it. Starting the first new stage of life after a loved one
has passed is a substantial feat. I’m sure you know this.
Now I am grieving the loss of the ability to form a relationship with you that I didn’t
get the chance to form as a young adult. I left home and most of the development I did
was after that point. I only really came into myself since you passed away. This thesis is
partially about remembering you so that I can try and form that relationship for myself. I
think I know who you were, but you never got to fully see me. Here I am.
I love you and miss you every day, and I hope someone somewhere lets you know that
you’re inspiring what I do all the time.
Love,
Jackie
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Thank
Yous
I’m eternally grateful to so many for helping me to succeed in bringing this collection
into the world. To my interviewees: Claire Spelkoman, Terra Huber, Sheila Novak, my
mom, Andrea, and brother, Greg.Your stories are the heart of this work. To my thesis
committee for their steadfast support and occasional cheerleading during some very
challenging circumstances: Brooks Hagan, Anna Gitelson-Kahn, and Laurie Brewer. To Jen
Liese: I couldn’t have made this book without you.You helped me find my voice. To my
roommates for putting up with the “creative” mess that exploded in our apartment after
lockdown began. To Olivia for her constant emotional support and encouragement. To all
the RISD professors who encouraged and inspired me along the way: Bill Miller, Lindsay
French, Anne Emlein, Michael Savoia, Ursula Wagner.You’re the reason I stuck with this.
And to my family for their unconditional love and belief in my dreams.
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